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Abstract W velocity vector
z axial coordinate

Two fully two-dimensional computer codes A plasma parameter
have been developed in order to analyze cy- n curvilinear direction
lindrical, self-field, magnetoplasmadynamic uo permeability in vacuum

thrusters. Both codes use a magnetogas- X curvilinear direction

dynamic description of the gas and the in- p mass density
teraction between the magnetic field and 6 electric conductivity
the fluid dynamics of the plasma. The fluid T electron collision time

dynamic calculation is different in the p stream function
models. The aim is to test the models for w electron gyrofrequency
high current to mass flow ratios, up to the
critical 12 /m, the onset point. Subscripts

The first code has been developed in a time A anode
dependent formulation and the system of C cathode
equations is discretized into finite dif- e electron
ferences. The gasdynamic equations are r radial
solved by a modified MacCormack code and z axial
the magnetic equations for the steady state e azimuthal
phase by a Gauss-Seidel code. This code was
partly presented at the 19th IEPC.1 As an
improvement, a transformation is performed 1. Introduction
for the magnetogasdynamic equations from an
orthogonal, equidistant, computational grid The on-board power supplies for future

to a geometrically more complex, physical space missions will soon grow into a range

grid. Thus it is possible to obtain a solu- high enough that MPD propulsion systems be-

tion for arbitrarily complex engine geome- come attractive for many near-earth appli-

tries, cations, for which modest specific impulse
values of 10 to 30 km/s are optimal.

High current to mass flow ratios cause dif- Despite the simplicity in design and power

ficulties in the calculation of gasdynamic conditioning of the MPD thrusters, they are

equations. Therefore, a second, finite handicapped even today by the shortcomings

volume code has been applied to calculate of low efficiency. Several researchers have

the gasdynamic equations. For this purpose observed that the efficiency increases with

the program package PHOENICS has been used. the current, but at some value a transition

The numerical solution from the magnetic occurs to an unstable and destructive re-

equations is handled in the same manner as gime of the discharge called "onset", when

described above. the ratio I2 /m exceeds a critical value
which is dependent upon the nature of the

A comparison for both methods is made for a propellant, the thruster geometry and other

simplified cylindrical thruster geometry, factors.
The results for a mass flow rate of 6 g/s
of argon and for currents up to 10 kA are Actually, the physical problems are ex-

presented. tremely complex, and substantial simplifi-
cations had to be made for all codes de-
veloped to investigate the MPD thrusters,

Nomenclature in order to solve at least parts of the
whole problem.

B, B magnetic induction
e electronic charge The main effects, such as electrode insta-

e internal energy bilities, have been studied mainly analyti-

E electric field strength cally,2 '
3 and the oscillations are being

I electric current investigated by discussing the dispersion

J current density relation.
4 '5

J Jacobian matrix
n partial density For investigating the flow and discharge

p pressure field, various attempts have been made to

r radial coordinate develop one-dimensional,*'
7  quasi-two-

T thrust dimensional'
1 2 and simplified two-dimen-

u axial velocity sional codes.
8-'4

U contravariant velocity t direction
v radial velocity In this paper, two two-dimensional codes

V contravariant velocity n direction are presented. The first is a finite dif-
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ference code solved for a time dependent chosen in accordance with the experimental
case and the second a finite volume code device (Fig. 2.2). The radii of the cathode

solved for a steady state. In order to com- and the anode are taken in keeping with the

pare the steady state finite volume solu- dimensions of the real device; however, the
tion with the finite difference solution, length of the cathode is assumed to be of
the time dependent computation is performed the same length as the anode, and the

up to the point where significant parameter length of the three anode segments must be
changes no longer occur. This comparison is taken into account (see Fig. 2.1). The

made with the Euler equations, which con- model is assumed to be an infinite tube of
tain electromagnetic source terms. At least an insulator with a central insulating rod;
a transformation to curvilinear coordinates only the electrodes will be at zero re-
allows a calculation in a complex, two- sistance.
dimensional geometry.

As input data the two codes require:
* geometry of the thruster

2. Two-Dimensional. Cvlindrical. MPD * mass flow rate
Thruster Investiations * electric current

and at the starting point:
Two real, two-dimensional, numerical codes * temperature field
have been developed.s

',1 One of these codes Mach number.
is based on a finite difference method and
the other one on a finite volume method. In This yields the following results:
order to weigh the advantages and disadvan- * flow
tages of both codes, they are used to in- * temperature
vestigate a cylindrical MPD model (Fig. * pressure
2.1). Mach number

* magnetic field
* current density distribution within the

iso - channel
-- to --- I * electrothermal thrust.

U I LL -a"°^/1Z / X O2.1 Eauations for the Physical Model

T =s W_ = 0 2.1.1 Electromanetic Eauations

L 1 cathode The electromagnetic properties require the
following assumptions:

* rotational symmetry
* no azimuthal current

I - Insulator * electric field normal to the electrode
surfaces.

Fig. 2.1 Simplified scheme used for the Basic Euations:
calculation.

Maxwell's equations:

vxB = p.j 2.1

- OB
vx -' 2.2

S Ohm's law:

j = E + w x )- ( B) 2.3

Sir arAnJ fJA Aodr Rewriting Ohm's law by means of Maxwell's
- '--. equations, a vector equation for the

- Displaceable Cathode - magnetic induction vector B is obtained in
------ -- the form

- = rot( rotB) - rot(w ~B)

--- 2.4

_ with 2.5
Ba en,

For a stream function V = rBe with

Fig. 2.2 Cylindrical continuous MPD respect to the rotational symmetry and the
thruster zero azimuthal current, the elliptic, par-

thruster - . tial differential equation of second order
follows from eq. (2.4) in the form

The main geometrical configuration parame-
ters on which the computation is based were
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80'9 9 8( 1 I 8o 1o 88 2.2 The Finite Difference Flow Calculations
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al l 8& t 8$ 2eit 2 The finite difference code allows the cal-
-(- - -- + - pu) 2.6 culation of the time dependent plasmaSOr r Or r  

properties during the starting phase of

- , (- + - ) - a = o steady state MPD thrusters, as well as for
Or Or r At pulsed mode thrusters. The numerical solu-

tion is done in a manner similar to that of
The function V(r,z) = const represents Jacobi'1 for laser applications. The modi-
now a current contour line, since fied MacCormack code used here is an ex-
B = Be - I(r)/r and I(r) is the electric plicit code of second order which uses the
current carried through a cross sectional shock capturing method. It allows a fairly
area of wr 2 . The value Al/At is set up. high energy input into the flow due to

ohmic heating and a steep rise in the im-
The boundary conditions are as follows: pulse due to 3 x B forces. Because of in-
On the insulator surface and at the bound- stabilities at the starting phase caused by
ary of the interaction area, the stream initial and boundary conditions on the up-
function T equals zero for the case of the stream boundary, the initial conditions
downstream insulator and equals 4a.x for will be restricted to values which result
the upstream insulator. At the electrodes in cowling numbers smaller than 1.5 in the
the boundary condition follows from the re- middle of the electrodes.
quirement that the electric field E must be
perpendicular to the surface. This means Boundary Conditions
for a cylindrical channel as considered Upstream: at that boundary all flow pa-
here that at the electrode surfaces Ez rameters are assumed to be constant
equals zero. Therefore, the boundary condi- and must be set.
tion follows to Downstream: here the flow parameters are

SOft 4t 8a2 extrapolated from the calculated field
O r- 8 - , 2.7 parameters.

r r At the side: no normal velocity; normal
With this closed boundary condition, the differentiations equal zero.
computation has been done with a Gauss-
Seidel code and yields as a result the mag- 2.2.1 Numerical Solution of the Electro-
netic field and the current density distri- magnetic and Flow Field Systems
bution within the channel.

For the time dependent calculation of the
2.1.2 Flow Field Eauations MPO flow, the electromagnetic and the flow
For the description of the time-dependent, field codes were correlated to determine
two-dimensional, supersonic, ohmically flow field, current and magnetic field dis-
heated flow the conservation equations for tribution. These two codes are connected in

mass, impulse and energy were used with the the following manner: for a given flow
following assumptions: field, the current, and hence the magnetic

* friction free flow field distribution, was determined. With
* thermal equilibrium these results the flow field equations were
* rotational symmetry integrated. In the next time step, this new
* no azimuthal current and velocity flow field and the new distribution of the

Ssupersonic flow at inflow and outflow thermal properties were taken to calculate
boundary the new electromagnetic field distribution,

and so on.
The conservation theorem formulation was
chosen in order to satisfy the Rankine- 2.2.2 Numerical Results
Hugoniot shock conditions implicitly; In accordance with Ref. 13, the calculation

hence, the description of shock depth and is made for a mass flow rate of 6 g/s, with
shock velocity are good. These considera- initial temperature and Mach number of

tions yield the following nonlinear hyper- To = 10000 K and Mao = 1.5. The current as

bolic differential equation system with cy- a function of time is taken as a sine
lindrical coordinates square function sin2 (rit/2to) rising from

I(t=0) = 0 to I(to=1O0s) = 10 kA and is
taken constant from there on.

P I / 
12

pu p+pu puVs pu, r-j,B 0 10l pu i + + vt/r-jBo
i ; IH I *: ip+ '

2 
/r- j , B I

SI (p+e)ul (p+e) a (p+) /r -j

2.8 6

where the indices (t, I , Jr indicate the -
partial differentiation with respect to
time and to the z- and r-directions. 2

Initial Conditions: 0
At t = 0 the flow parameters equal the un- 0 so 00oo 150 200 250 300 350 400

disturbed parallel flow; uniform current TLme ps I
density; Mach number and temperature must
be set.

Fig. 2.3 Current curve versus time.
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With this input data the computation yields Fig. 2.5 illustrates the temperature dis-
the time dependent current density distri- tribution 10 us, 60 us and 400 us after
bution, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. starting. The substantial changes in tem-

Starting with radially parallel and homoge- perature near both cathode ends (z = 60 mm
neous current contour lines at t = 0, the and z = 150 mm) are caused by ohmic heating
current is driven further and further down- due to the relatively high current density
stream, especially near the anode. But also there. These fairly marked disturbances at
upstream near the cathode there is a small starting are one reason for choosing a high

concentration to observe. On both down- initial temperature.
stream electrode ends the current bulges.
The dotted lines are those at t = 0 and the
solid lines are for t = 400 us. The pressure distribution shown in Fig. 2.6

is similar to the temperature distribution.
The same changes on both cathode ends are
visible.

Anode

A n od e - 120

in a cylindrical MPD thruster. Dotted lines t - 60 s
at t = 0 and solid lines at 400 us. .

0-

1520

2t - 60 ps 1

00o

- 5150

.-40 ss, 60 s and 400 t es is plotted in Fig

0 s

2.7. The increase at 10 us of the axial ve-

cathode and at 400 us reaches a maximum at
Sthe end of the cathode.

S The relationship of the Mach number distri-
1-o l ...-. -r2l 0  bution to the temperature, pressure and

t 60 is 0tabe

_% (so 0  y1.5 at the upstream boundary. It is notable
that the Mach number increases at the be-
ginning of the electrode area and decreases
at the end of the electrodes.

Fig. 2.5 Temperature distribution within e
the channel.
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The magnetic Reynolds' number, which is

t 10 PS based on the distance between the elec-
strodes, is shown in Fig. 2.9. The magnetic

Reynolds' number represents the interaction

4 between the flow field and the magnetic

field.
7 In Fig. 2.9 one can see that the

magnetic Reynolds' number increases only at

Sthe end of the electrodes to 1; in the

S2 greater part of the discharge area it is
IS considerably lower than 1. Therefore the

So 
12  weakly coupled calculation of flow and

s  60 mmz discharge as performed here leads to fairly

good results.

t - 60 ps

212

9060 z I

t- 400 ps 60 z

Fig. 2.9 Magnetic Reynolds' number distri-
3 bution within the channel.

- 2 0 Fig. 2.10 shows the cowling number con-
Stours. The cowling number represents the

' 0  () ratio between the magnetic (pinch) and the
S 6 z ~dynamic pressure. The only cowling number

worth mentioning (Comax = 6) occurs at the
Fig. 2.7 Axial velocity distribution, beginning of the cathode, where the pinch

pressure is dominant due to axial current
components. From that point the value de-

*, t -10 Ps creases for the rest of the calculation
area, and there is no significant pinch ef-
fect.

Anode

o go (mm ) N

t - 60 ps 30 60 90 120 150 180

Cathode

Fig. 2.10 Cowling number contours within
! the channel.

210

o According to the known J x B force configu-
o o0 0  mz ration and the flow conditions, one can now

calculate the thrust. The thrust of a self-
field MPD accelerator is composed of two

t - 400 ps effects: first, the sum of all gasdynamic
surface forces on the inner plenum chamber,
and second, the sum of all volume effects
given by the magnetic field forces which

o act between the current carrying plasma and
Sthe entire power circuit, including the

S21 coaxial electrodes.

1 50  The pure MPD thrust can be calculated by an
o (m) integration of the I x B forces within the

Sso z entire current carrying volume; another
possibility is to use the well-known

Fig. 2.8 Mach number distribution, formula'
7
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=p p1 r 2.3. Finite Volume Flow CalculationT - = T- I" 2.9 with the PHOENICS Code

where rA/rc is the anode to cathode ratio. Here an attempt is undertaken to test a

Both have been done for the example de- different code for the flow calculation of

scribed here with an accuracy within 1%. the plasma in an MPO thruster. On the one
hand, a better numerical method would be

In Fig. 2.11 the pure MPD thrust (dashed necessary, due to the poor mass flow con-

line), the total thrust (solid line) and servation of the modified MacCormack codes;
the input thrust (cold flow thrust--dotted on the other hand, it would be desirable to

line) are plotted depending on time. The have a robut calculationmethod that co

difference between the total thrust and the be applied to "onset" values. For example,

input thrust (hatched area) should be the HOgelz gives an empirical value for the
pure MPD thrust. The total calculated limiting current I2 /r = 2.51010 (AZkg-'s),

thrust at 400 us lies within a 3% deviation which gives a current of the order of 12 kA

from the expected thrust. for ( = 6 g/s. More recent work has raised
this by factors of up to three, depending
on the geometry and the injector configura-
tion. 1' From that it becomes clear that a

40 robust code which can be handled for a
given mass flow with high current is
desired. Therefore, a finite volume code
seems to be especially suitable for such an

S30 attempt, since a characteristic feature of
z  such codes is remarkable robustness and

strict adherence to the conservation equa-
20 tions.

S--------------------------------------.........- ............ The PHOENICS program, developed by Spalding

10 bg nn _r t-h hnn et al., 1' was used for this test, since it

en f the annL tensive cold flow calculations with the
I program were done. 2 0 The electromagnetic

0 100 150 2 250 300 35 0 source terms were calculated with the same
S 150 20 250 300 350 400 subroutine as for section 2, where the term

TLme ms P/At was set to zero. The correlation of
the PHOENICS flow field code with the elec-
tromagnetic code is done in the same manner

Fig. 2.11 Thrust versus time. as described in section 2.2.1. Extensive
modifications were necessary for the syner-

Even more troublesome is the fact that the gism of both codes.'
s

conservation of mass is only valid within a 2.3.1 Inout Data and Boundary Conditions
15% range 0 2 T ^snows temass ow 2.3.1 Input Data and Boundary Conditions15% range. Fig. 2.12 shows the mass flow The electric current is given as a constant
versus time at four different channel cross value of I = 10 kA. This yields the same
sections. results as in section 2.2, but only for the

steady state.

10 Boundary Conditions:
Upstream: at that boundary all flow pa-

rameters are assumed to be constant
S- and must be set.

Downstream: the pressure is set to a con-
e ----.............................. . stant value of p = 100 N/m2 and the

...... 6 other flow parameters are extrapolated
from the calculated field parameters.

S4 At the side: no fluxes to the wall.
S beLnnL .of the channel

g :. .. ad. A;;5igeLe - - 2.3.2 Results with PHOENICS and Comoarison
2 _- _-_ C_- --- - with the Finite Different Method

The following results were obtained for the
, ,0 5 200 same geometry as that described in section

0 so 100 ISO 200 250 300 350 400 2 (see Fig. 2.1). The calculation grid had
TLme [a wider mesh than the one taken for the

TLme S calculations in section 2.2, because the
finite volume codes are more robust and the
solution iteration is faster with a wide

Fig. 2.12 Mass flow versus time at differ- meshed grid. Also, it was the only way to
ent channel cross sections. obtain a solution for the same initial pa-

rameter as the comparison calculation in
section 2.2. Since the implementation of

These deviations from the mass conservation the electromagnetic code within the time
law are an inherent attribute of the modi- dependent PHOENICS program is very compli-
fied MacCormack code. Therefore, a second cated and requires much more calculation
code has been developed based on a finite time than the stationary PHOENICS code,
volume method and is described in section only a steady state calculation has been
2.3. carried out with this program. These re-

sults are comparable with the stationary
(400 us) ones of the finite difference code
described in section 2.2.
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Fig. 2.13 shows the current contour lines
for a steady state at 10 kA which can be
compared with the solid lines in Fig. 2.4.
It can be observed that the tendencies are
the same, but the distribution is more ho-
mogeneous. That means the bulges on both
downstream electrode ends (z = 150 mm) and
the small concentration near the cathode
upstream end are only weakly pronounced.

Anode mm

22

9__ Fig. 2.16 Axial velocity distribution.

30 60 90 120 150 180
Cathode

Fig. 2.13 Current contour lines.

The flow field parameters, like the temper- Z
ature, pressure, axial velocity and Mach
number, are presented in Figs. 2.14 to 2
2.17. They are comparable with the graphs o 180

in Figs. 2.5 to 2.8 at 400 us. It is sig- o 150
nificant that the changes in the flow cal- go m)
culation with PHOENICS are greater for all - 60 Z
parameters. Remarkable is also the signifi-
cant radial distribution of the axial ve-
locity. A reason for the differences be- Fig. 2.17 Mach number distribution.
tween the different codes might be that the
modified MacCormack code is of second order
accuracy, while PHOENICS is of first order,
which means that PHOENICS cannot properly
treat the convective terms in the equa-
tions. 3. Two-Dimensional. Curvilinear MPD

Thruster Investiaations

In order to conform the calculation model
O geometry to that of the cylindrical MPO

thruster shown in Fig. 2.2 and to permit
the calculation of thrusters with such com-
plicated geometry as the nozzle type MPO
thruster DT2-IRS 1 , it is necessary to also

- consider a more complex calculation area
0 210  than the one shown in Fig. 2.1. Therefore

-0 othe Euler equations (2.8) have been trans-
5o 120 formed from cylindrical coordinates to

S g (mM) general curvilinear coordinates
2 1 where

6o o

= (z, )

Fig. 2.14 Temperature distribution. 3 = (,.1

The transformations are chosen so that the
grid spacing in the curvilinear space is
uniform and of unit length (see Fig. 3.1).

o This produces a computational space t and
-, n , which is a rectangular domain and which

has a regular uniform mesh, so that

-210 standard, unweighted differencing schemes
1 i0 can be used in the numerical formulation

, 0 20i (here we use the same modified MacCormack90 (mmn) code as that described in section 2). The
S60 Z original cylindrical space will be referred

to as the physical domain. There is a one
to one correspondence between a physical

Fig. 2.15 Pressure distribution, point in space and a computational point.
With this construction we can produce one
computatioal code for a wide variety of
physical geometries and grid systems.
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3.5

Computational Plane , = - , *, = J

8 ,, ::, :: : :HH where the convention tz = a/az , etc. is
77 - t used.

I 8 15 22 29 36 43 50S 8 s  22 29 36 43  
3.1.2 Electromaanetic Eauation

For the electromagnetic equation in curvi-
linear coordinates one must transform equa-
tion (2.6) to obtain

O( /J) 9 (F/J)
Physical Plane A t 2 + B +

120- (/J) ( j) 3.6c(9/J) 0(9/J) E00- C + D + = 0
100 - Insuloor ~ - 1 

T

80-
where

mrm)6 A = C + G,
(mm) -Insultor Anode10-

B = rl,2+ ,
20-

0 1 -\8\\ hoje \ a
0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 c =- *( + +

z (mm) , O(

o7 1
Fig. 3.1 Transformation of physical plane + (,( - - i.u) - (r + p.A*)
to computational plane. 3.7

D '(j, + ,, ) + ((,,, + ,)

3.1 Eauations for the Curvilinear a 8#
Calculation - - ,)

3.1.1 Flow Field Equations + ,(2  - opu) - ,( + .v)

For the axisymmetric flow of a perfect gas
with external forces, the time dependent E =- + V- -
Euler equations may be written in the con- 8( I r At
servation law form as

Here the assumption was made

f. and . 3.8

jpu pvCsf-Cp+ 1 +,p

i (e+p)U ( 3.2

PI , " r -3.2 Boundary Conditions and Initial
i pV+q,p i1 pu/'-jB = 0 Distribution
.1 p+ q,p pv/r-jBe,

(e+p) (p +e)v/r-j/la Boundary conditions for the flow field:
Upstream: at that boundary all flow param-

eters are assumed to be constant and

with must be set.
Downstream: the pressure is set to a con-

stant value of p = 10 N/m2 and the
U = (,u + ,u other flow parameters are extrapolated

3.3 from the calculated field parameters.
V = 9,u + n,u At the side: at the body surface and at

the symmetry axis (see Fig. 3.2) the
pressure is calculated by the normal

The Jacobian J of the transformation is momentum equation; the contravariant
given by velocity V = 0 is given; and the

contravariant velocity U and the den-
t i sity r are extrapolated from the cal-

0: .r :s or  
3.4 culated field.

Electromagnetic boundary conditions:
and the matrices are formed in terms of the At the electrodes the electric field is
derivatives of the cylindrical coordinates normal to the electrode surface. At the in-
as follows flow boundary and at the upstream insula-
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tion W = p.ax is set up. Downstream at the In Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 the temperature dis-
insulator, the outflow boundary and the tribution at 400 us is illustrated. It is
symmetry axis V = 0 is set. difficult to achieve clarity with a parame-

ter in a complex geometry; thus, shown here
as an example are a perspective (Fig. 3.4)
and a contour line presentation of the

1-20- temperature distribution. In both tempera-
n Jture plots it can be seen that the maximum

nso- *uar value is behind the cathode on the symmetry
so- axis. The increase within the channel is

not as high as that behind the channel.
- Remarkable is also the relatively strong

0 into Anode decrease of the temperature at the end of
the calculation area. This is an effect of

20 the outflow border conditions, because the
pressure is kept there at 10 N/m

2 . This ef-
Sfect causes relatively strong changes on

z (MM ) all parameters near the outflow boundary;
z(mm) this condition can be alleviated by an

enlargement of the calculation field.

Fig. 3.2 Grid with physical surface.

Initial distribution:
In a complex physical geometry as shown in
Fig. 3.2, it is not possible to give an
initial distribution of all flow parameters 40000
for the whole grid. The cold flow must
first be calculated with the initial inflow 30000
boundaries to a steady state. Afterwards
the flow field and the electromagnetic
field were combined, as described in sec- 20000

tion 2.2.1. 1
10000

3.3 Results with Curvilinear Calculations

In this section the results are presented 0
with the same initial flow distribution 270
within the channel as that taken for the 1 50
comparison calculations in sections 2.2.2 4 t o 1
and 2.3.2. 00 g

Because of instabilities at the side bound-
ary surfaces, the maximum current is set to Fig. 3.4 Graphical temperature distribution
6 kA. The current rises from 0 to 6 kA in at 400 us.
10 ps in the same manner as described in
section 2.2.2. As a further improvement,
better conditions on the side boundaries 120
are necessary in order to calculate higher
current to mass flow ratios. Insulator

With this input data the computation yields i im
the time dependent current density distri- s
bution, as shown in Fig. 3.3. It starts u
with an initial distribution (dotted lines) Insulator Anode
for an initial cold flow field which was 30
previously calculated as described in sec- 3 m,
tion 3.2. After 400 us it arrives at a
steady state distribution which is repre- 0 hode
sented by the solid lines. 0 60 120 '0 180 240

z Emm]

120 Fig. 3.5 Temperature contour lines (K) at
400 us.

90 Insulator90

S///In Fig. 3.6 the pressure distribution is
60 only presented as contour lines. Remarkable

Insulator Anode is a very low value downstream at the end
n of the cathode; the maximum value then fol-

30 ." lows behind the cathode on the symmetry
axis.

0 Catho

0 60 120 180 240 The relationship of the velocity distribu-
z Cmm3 tion to the temperature and pressure dis-

tribution is shown in Fig. 3.7 as a vector
graph. It shows a velocity increase until

Fig. 3.3 Current contour lines. Dotted the end of the channel and then the veloc-
lines at t = 0 and solid lines at 400 Ps. ity decreases until the outflow boundary.
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The radial velocity components outside the model does not include electrode fall

channel are quite small, voltages, the resulting number matches the
experiment quite well.

120
Concluding Remarks

90nsulator In order to gain a more profound under-
Sstanding of the fundamental processes oc-

60 /6 curring in MPO thrusters and in order to
60 end up with reliable design criteria and

Insulator Anode \ predict thruster performances under various
30 Q) M conditions, the codes described in this

900 paper have been developed and tested. The
code described in section 3 permits an im-

0 1 240 proved simulation of geometry dependencies.
O 0 120 Thus, a better data exchange is obtained

z mm-3 for the calculation results with the ZT1-

Fig. 3.6 Pressure contour lines (N/m
2 ) at IRS th d

400 us. In a later research period, also the nozzle
type thruster designs, like DT2-IRS, will
be investigated with the improved curvi-

120 linear code. In addition, the physical
models such as the variable cp of hot argon

Insulator - will be refined. The results in section 2.390  ' ' . with the first order flow field code

n' PHOENICS are quite good,.but the convective

S60 terms cannot be treated. A further inten-
- - - tion is to test a second order finite vol-

Insulator Anode - - ume code in terms of its qualifications for

30 - magnetoplasmadynamic thrusters.
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3.4 Comoarison with Experimental Results

As can be seen in Fig. 2.2, the anode of References
the ZT1 thruster is divided into three seg-
ments of 30 mm width. The current in each [1] Auweter-Kurtz, M., Kurtz, H.L.,

of the segments is measured separately Schrade, H.O., Sleziona, P.C.: Numer-

during the experiments.
2 2  ical Modeling of the Flow Discharge in

MPD Thrusters. AIAA-87-1091, 19th In-
ternational Electric Propulsion Con-
ference, Colorado Springs, CO, 1987.

Percentual Current Frac-
tion into Anode Segments Dischg. [2] HUgel, H.: Zur Funktionsweise der Ano-

Voltage de im Eigenfeldbeschleuniger. DFVLR-
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